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What is STROBOT?

STRobot is a forex trading robot, he is designed to run as a set of plugins for MetaTrader 4, he is 
able to trade the foreign exchange markets automatically 24 hours a day  5 days a week when the 
markets are open.

What is FOREX trading?

Forex trading is simply buying one currency against another in the hope it will increase in value OR 
selling one currency against another in the hope it will decrease in value.

You open a “trade” at  a particular price say 1.0550, if the pair goes up as you wished and you 
close at 1.0600 you will have made 50 pips profit. If you are trading 1$ a pip, that would be $50.

If however the price drops to 1.0500 you would have made a loss of $50. 

So for example EURUSD, if i BUY EURUSD I am looking for the EUR to increase in value against 
the USD, if I SELL it I am looking for the EUR to be worth less against the USD.

In this chart you can see the EUR fell down and then bounced up again - followed by a downward 
move.

How does STRobot work?

STRobot trades 40 currency pairs at once, (depending on broker), he trades through 
METATRADER 4 this is an application that runs on a windows computer.



He examines currency movement on different time frames looking for opportunities to take trades, 
entering and exiting trades as required.

What do I have to do?

Nothing - let STROBOT trade. Drink Tea, watch TV, STROBOT will do it for you.

What do I need to run STROBOT?

- Windows Computer - preferably a Virtual Private Server as STROBOT has to be on 24 hours.
- MetaTrader 4 - provided by your FOREX Broker contact us if you need a broker

Strobot website: http://www.strobot.rocks
Strobot blog: http://www.dailyforextrader.me
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/dailyforextrader
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